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workforce, and satisfying the goals of
the NSF grant.
The TYC Education Committee
has also been involved in recent discussions and workshops related to the
role and nature of mathematics in computing curricula. This has been a topic
of debate for some time, of course, but
recently those ongoing discussions
have taken on more deliberateness.
Last fall the MAA and AMATYC
jointly engaged in NSF-funded workshops to examine the mathematics
associated with a variety of two-year
college programs (including IT), a
project in which members of the ACM
TYC Education Committee partieipat-

ed. This field is one the Committee
will continue to monitor and participate in as it formulates additional
guidelines and reports.
The TYC Education Committee
has recently updated its website, and
encourages interested parties to visit
<www.aemtyc.org>. The Committee
welcomes inquiries and comments
related to the two-year college environment. Uniquely positioned (especially in the US) between high schools
and upper-division baccalaureate
coursework, and serving a student
body made up of individuals with very
diverse goals, two-year colleges are
exciting and important places of edu-

cation.
The Two-Year College
Education Committee enjoys its work,
is pleased and excited to see a host of
updated
curriculum
guidelines
released and under development, and
looks forward to fostering collaboration with ACM efforts related to both
the high school setting and the university environment, across the breadth of
computing curricula.

Please address questions concerning
two-year college activities to:
Robert D. Campbell
TYC Education Committee Chair
<B.Campbell@rvc.cc.il.us>
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his column is a spin-off of the
Nifty Assignments panel I chaff
at SIGCSE.
The panel
<cse.stanford.edu/nifty/> operates at a
very practical level - - showcasing
favorite assignments to promote the
sharing of assignment materials and
discuss assignment ideas. In particular, each assignment has its own material such as a web page of handouts
and starter files for interested instructors.
This column should operate in a
similar vein - - discussing assignment
ideas or techniques and elaborating
ideas that come out of the panel. For
this issue, I'll look at the overlooked
"brain" feature of the "tetris assign-
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ment" presented at Nifty Assignments
200I and explain why the brain may
actually be the best part of the whole
assignment.
Tetris O O P Modularity
Most of the work in the Tetfis project
is in the Piece and Board classes. The
Piece and Board make a nice exercise
in OOP modularity - - dividing the
overall tetris problem into classes with
features such as modularity, encapsulation, and separate testing. The game
playing AI is a relatively simple layer
added on top of the core by the brain
classes.
At SIGCSE, I emphasized tetris as
a large OOP modularity assignment
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since modularity is one of my favorite
themes and the Piece and Board make
a great example. The problem is that
the Piece and Board classes are pretty
challenging to write and debug, so it's
not the sort of thing a course can adopt
lightly.
Tetris Brain
In contrast, the brain is short and fun.
The brain code is simple to write and
great fun to watch and play with. It
avoids the debugging trauma of getting, say, B o a r d . c l e a r R o w s ( ) t o
work exactly right in all cases.
The brain strategy is pretty simple. There are only about 30 ways to
play a particular piece in a board, so
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